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It is my great
pleasure and honor to
serve the club and its
members in my new role
as President. Thank you
for having me. I’d like to
say “Thank you” to
Martin Mullet who has
served the club tirelessly
since 2015. Under his watchful eye, much
progress has been made, and many hurdles
overcome. From brokering our recent land deal,
to dealing with vandalism and theft, Marty has
been a steady hand. In addition to negotiating
with our friends at Observatory Park and many
other community leaders, Marty has made time
to be a regular contributor to The Valley
Skywatcher. I have watched, with great satisfaction, how Marty takes care to make new
members and visitors feel welcome and included. He has been a superlative representative for our club and our cause, and his shoes
are too big to fill. I am grateful that Marty has
agreed to continue to shepherd us through our
land acquisition. It is a project into which he
has put immeasurable time & effort, and about
which no one knows more. Further, Marty has
graciously offered to have a transitional meeting with me to bring me up to speed on important issues and projects. I have eagerly accepted. I know Marty will be a continuing resource to our club, and I am reassured that we
have his depth of experience to tap in times of
need. From all of us, Marty, Thank you.
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I’d like to acknowledge, too, the fantastic efforts of another member
who is stepping out of office after having rendered long service to the club
and its members. Thank you, Steve Kainec, for your highly valued Monthly
Sky Calendar, and your participation at each monthly meeting as a speaker.
Keeping us updated as to celestial happenings and observational opportunities is critical for busy members who may not have the time to collate the
information themselves. Your service as Director of Observations is most
appreciated, and I will personally miss your reports. It is important that our
members not underestimate how much time and effort goes into the preparation of these.
Thank you to my fellow incoming officers for your service to come.
Your investment in time, and willingness to take on the mantle of leadership
is appreciated by all. I will be glad of your help and experience.
Replacing Steve as Director of Observations is former President Gus
Saikaly. Thank you for taking on this important role. Gus brings a wealth of
experience to the task, and I look forward to the fruits of his efforts. Also
returning to service is Ian Cooper as Vice President. I inherited my role as
Vice President from him, and I know he has served many offices numerous
times over the years. I’ll be very glad of his deep knowledge of our club
history and operations. Thanks, Ian.
There are those who have graciously volunteered to stay on for an
additional term, such as Joe Maser, who as Secretary has done a great job
with our minutes and getting our Facebook presence spiffed up (and has
breathed new life into one of our venerable telescopes). Thanks, Joe. We are
lucky to have one of our Backbone Award winners, Sam Bennici, returning
as Observatory Director. Without his quiet, uncomplaining work, our Hill
would be a jungle. To spend a workday at Sam’s side is to understand the
meaning of Backbone! Thank you, Sam. Dan Rothstein has agreed to continue on as Club Historian. I truly hope that the work we all do in the year to
come gives him something notable to write about! Thank you, Dan, and
thanks for your regular column in this publication. Steve Fishman is
welcome back in his role as Treasurer; your work is valued and important.
Thanks for your preparation and presentation time.
And thanks, too, to Chris Powell, a first timer to club office, who has
taken up the role of Editor of The Valley Skywatcher after recently publishing a wonderful article therein. While a lot of work, I’ve found Editor to be a
rewarding job, and I look forward to seeing what freshness and creativity
Chris brings to his new task beginning with our next issue.
I look forward to the New Year, which I hope will bring fresh, young,
enthusiastic new members; eyes wide with wonder and eager to learn from
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the wealth of experience embodied in our older members. I ask members
to make an effort to introduce themselves to new faces in the crowd, make
them feel welcome, and show them around. Use their names and introduce
them to others. Find out what they hope to achieve in the club, and show
them how we can help them achieve their goals. I appoint each of you to
the role of club ambassador. Keep an eye out for the opportunity to
mentor. It will help us grow our club, keep our club fresh, relevant and help
ensure our future. New members bring new money, fresh ideas and
unlooked-for contributions.
I still hold the goal that we organize a youth astronomy outreach
program. I will be working closely with Chris Stalder, Russell Swaney,
Ian Cooper and Emma, an interested student from Gilmore. All of these
individuals have confirmed interest in what I regard as an important initiative. I would like to see some additional fresh faces on this committee, and
will welcome anyone willing to step forward, make a difference and give
back. Here’s a chance to participate.
I am looking forward to a great series of lectures geared to promoting understanding of astronomy, particularly in those areas that may build a
solid foundation in fundamental science and math, upon which may be built
more complex knowledge. I will be soliciting lectures on topics I feel may fit
the bill from members I deem particularly qualified to deliver. Please help
out.
I am still working to make the Telescope Mirror Grinding Interest
Group a reality. I have a few logistic irons in the fire, but I hope to get
started soon. I feel that a homebrew “maker” culture can help rev up interest and keep things new. Come to me with your ideas. Nothing is too crazy.
I plan to work closely with our membership to promote original research projects to which any member may contribute if motivated and
interested. I also wish to inventory and repair all of our equipment. I’ve
noticed some sophisticated spare parts laying around that could be brought
back to life in various useful and creative ways. I’ll be looking for help, with
technical and creative ideas.
TEACH, STUDY, MAKE, OBSERVE. Lets all grow together in the
year to come.
Finally, Happy New Year to you all. I am full of optimism and anxious for the adventure that awaits us!
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Observer’s Log
By George Gliba

Perseid Meteor Shower Results
And The Draconid Meteor Outburst

Although the actual peak of this year’s annual Perseid
Meteor Shower was partly clouded out at Screech Owl Hill Observatory, in West Virginia, I still observed some nice meteors during times that we had a few sucker holes.
I was able to formally observe for 6.25 hours total from
August 8 to 14 under partly cloudy conditions. In total I saw 70 Perseids, including a few
that were seen casually. According to the IMO website the peak occurred around 6:55
UT on the morning of August 13th, with a ZHR=108. We were pretty much plagued by
clouds August 8-14 with the average cloud cover being about 30%, when it wasn’t completely overcast. Although we missed seeing the peak due to clouds, on the late evening
of Aug. 11th from 10:48 PM-11:48 EDT I saw 11 Perseids with 35% clouds. The average
Perseid was 1.4 magnitude and left a persistent train. The brightest Perseid seen was
about -1 magnitude.
I observed with my wife Lynne and our niece, Dr. Ellen Gilliland. She stopped to
visit us for the night on her way to attend a science conference up in Pittsburg, PA. Earlier we were able to show her a few deep sky objects with the 20” f/5 Dobsonian; and
Saturn with the 8” f/8 planetary Newtonian reflector inside the Observatory.
I observed again the evening of August 12th from 11:25 PM to 12:10 EDT (45
min.) with 20% clouds. The clouds prevented me from getting a complete hour in. In
spite of that I was still able to observe 18 Perseids that had an average brightness of 1.8
magnitude and left a persistent train, one of which lasted 4 seconds.
Finally, on the evening of August 13th I went out early to see if I might observe a
few Perseid earth-grazers. From 9:50 PM to 11:20 EDT (1.5 hours) with 30% clouds, I
observed 20 Perseids; among them were several nice Perseid earth-grazers. A few of
them were absolutely spectacular covering over 60 deg. of Sky. The average Perseid was
2.0 magnitude.
So, although this year’s Perseids were mostly plagued by clouds, it still proved to
be a pretty good show overall from near the top of South Branch Mountain, at Screech
Owl Hill Observatory in West Virginia.
In early October, while also at Screech Owl Hill Observatory, I got a good look at
the comet 21P/Giacobini-Zinner with my 12x63 Optolyth Royal binoculars. This was the
3rd apparition of this comet that I have seen. About a week later there was an outburst
of the Draconid Meteor Shower predicted, and this is the parent comet.
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The Draconid meteors occasionally have an outburst if the Earth passes near the
comet’s orbit, which was to occur on October 9th. As predicted, there was an outburst
that occurred around 23:15 UT on October 8th, when there was a ZHR=100 meteors
seen from Europe and a few observers in the eastern US. However, I wasn’t able to get
out until around 03:00 UT. By the time I was able to get out to the City of Greenbelt
Observatory at Northway Fields in Greenbelt, Maryland the show was practically over.
From 03:02-04:02 UT October 9th I saw only 5 DRA
and one SPO, but more importantly, they were all seen the
first 20 minutes, while none were seen for the remaining 40
minutes of that hour, It was as if someone shut off the spigot.
The Draconids were mostly around 4th magnitude, but two
were very nice: a 1st magnitude slow yellow beauty, and a
short trailed orange 3rd magnitude DRA near the radiant. I
wish I would have gone out earlier, but had I waited a mere
20 minutes later I probably would have missed this activity.
My LM was an unimpressive 5.0, which didn’t help either. We
were unable to be in West Virginia, which is regrettable, but at
least I may have seen the end of the outburst and was able to
see a couple late nice Draconids.
Perseus by Benvenuto Cellini,
Loggia dei Lanzi, Florence,
Italy. By JoJan [Public domain],
from Wikimedia Commons

Editor’s Note:
IMO -International Meteor Organization
ZHR - Zenith Hourly Rate
DRA - Draconid Meteors
SPO - Sporadic Meteors

“...the zenithal hourly rate (ZHR) of a meteor shower is the number of meteors a single observer would see in an hour of peak activity, assumed the conditions are excellent (stars visible
up to magnitude 6,5). The rate that can effectively be seen is nearly always lower and decreases
the closer the radiant is to the horizon.”
- Wikipedia contributors. "Zenithal hourly rate." Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia. Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia,
15 Aug. 2018. Web. 2 Nov. 2018.

The article referenced above gives a formula for calculating this rate and is very interesting. I’d
recommend it for those interested in pursuing this further.

- GLTIV
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Notes & News
Tony Mallama Receives Honor

CVAS founding member Tony Mallama was recently recognized
for his research on planetary magnitudes. Asteroid 2007 TE74 has
recently been named 417955 Mallama. Discovered and named by
D. R. Skillman, his dedication reads:
"Anthony Mallama (b. 1949) is known for his research on
the brightness and variability of all eight planets in our solar
system. These investigations revealed important characteristics of their atmospheres, surfaces and interiors."
Please join me in congratulating Tony for this well-deserved
recognition.
- Marty Mullet

An Interview with Tony Mallama
I had the opportunity to chat with Tony via email about his recent honor:
Q: I hear there is a meteor with your name on it now? I can’t wait to learn more about
this. Marty said he was going to announce it in our upcoming VS. You must be bursting
with pride! How exciting. I’d like to get some details for our members - it’s a notch on
our belts too!
A: It is indeed a credit to the CVAS, as you’ve said. I’ve made that clear in my article on
planetary magnitudes for the Skywatcher.

Q: How did Dr Skillman come to name the asteroid after you?
A: Skillman and I were colleagues at NASA for many years. We worked on a number of
spacecraft missions together and also did research on solar system objects. He discovered several other asteroids besides the one he named for me.
Q: What do we know about this asteroid? What are its orbital characteristics? Can we
see it?
A: There is not much known about the body itself apart from the orbit which lies in the
outer-main asteroid belt. The semi-major axis is 3.4 astronomical units which places it
slightly closer to Jupiter than to Mars on average. The other orbital elements are listed at
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Congratulations,
Tony Mallama!

https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/sbdb.cgi where you can search on my last name. The size, surface type and albedo are unknown. No rotational light curve has been published as far as
I know. The asteroid is faint even at opposition; this is partially due to its great distance
from the Earth and Sun, but it also indicates that the body is not very large.
Q: How did you find out about this honor?
A: I learned of the naming from Skillman. The naming was made official by the International Astronomical Union.
Q: are there any pictures we can see?
A: There probably are pictures of the object in existence because its orbit was determined from 97 astrometric positions which were most likely taken from CCD frames.
However, Skillman no longer has his original discovery image and I don’t have access to
any of the others. If you want an illustration, perhaps you can use the one I’ve attached.
It shows the asteroid’s current positions relative to the planets. I think that the vertical
bars indicate its distance above or below the ecliptic plane.
Thanks, Tony, and Congratulations!
George Trimble,
Editor
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Improved Planetary Magnitudes
By Tony Mallama

A planet’s brightness and its variation can reveal
important characteristics about the body itself. For example, the variation of Mercury’s brightness with its
phase indicates the roughness of its surface. Since no
spacecraft has landed on Mercury, magnitude variation
is the only way to characterize its surface which, as it
turns out, is about a rough as that of the Moon. Likewise, Neptune has increased in brightness by about ten
percent over the past few decades. This change must
indicate something about the state of Neptune’s atmosphere but at present the cause is still a mystery and
research continues.
During the past twenty years I’ve been working with CVAS members
Ron Baker and the late Bruce Krobusek as well as several members of
the Association of Lunar and Planetary Observers to improve our understanding of planetary brightness or magnitude. The scientific results have
already been published in professional journals but one important application remained, namely, improved ephemerides.
So, I’ve been working with the U.S. Naval Observatory to replace the
equations they use to predict planetary magnitudes in the Astronomical
Almanac. The Almanac is a joint program of the USNO and Her Majesty’s
Nautical Almanac Office in England. It originated in 1766 when it was called
The British Nautical Almanac and Astronomical Ephemeris. Today it represents the state-of-the-art of predicting the positions and magnitudes of the
planets and other astronomical bodies.
We completed work on the equations for the Almanac earlier this year
and co-authored a journal paper giving the results. The paper has now
been published in Astronomy and Computing. One of the more interesting
illustrations from the article is reproduced here. This shows the range of
planetary magnitudes plotted against their elongation from the Sun. I believe that this is the first graph of its kind.
The equations from the journal paper are also posted on the open
source web-site SorceForge under project https://sourceforge.net/projects/
planetary-magnitudes/ so that anyone can use them to make accurate predictions of planetary brightness.
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We recently learned that in addition to the Astronomical Almanac,
NASA/JPL has made plans to adopt our equations for use in their on-line
Horizons ephemeris application. Horizons is the web-based equivalent of
the Astronomical Almanac. Most astronomy magazines and computer planetarium programs will probably follow suit and incorporate the new equations as well.
Finally, the asteroid Mallama was named to recognize the research. I
am proud that CVAS members had a hand in this work and I congratulate
all of you for supporting this astronomical society of the Chagrin Valley.

The apparent visual magnitudes for the planets are plotted as a function of elongation
from the Sun. The strong opposition surge for the brightness of Mars is very apparent. Notice
the extremely large range of magnitudes for Mercury and the complex shape of the curve for
Venus. The brightness of Saturn depends largely on the inclination angle of its ring system, while
that of Uranus depends on the inclination angle of its equator. At their brightest, Mars and Jupiter
are nearly identical in luminosity. The individual data points represent about fifty years of
ephemeris predictions centered on the year 2017.
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Circle Preservation In The Stereographic Projection: A Geometric Proof
By Geroge Trimble

From the Appendix
of my book: The Theory,
Design, Manufacture & Use
Of The Astrolabe

Diagram from al-Kāmil, a book written in Arabic by
al-Farghānī in the ninth century. Since perspective drawing
had not yet been invented, side and top views overlap in a
confusing effort to represent a three dimensional problem.
Drawing is a reconstruction by author.

The astrolabe works because the stereographic projection has two unique properties. The first is conformality. This refers to the fact that angles on the sphere are preserved with their projection to the plane. The second property is that circles on the
sphere that do not intersect the point of projection are preserved with their
projection to the plane. It is notable that circles that do intersect the point of projection are projected as straight lines on the plane. These may be idealized as circles of
infinite diameter on the plane.
Our purpose in this appendix will be to prove the second property listed above,
namely that circles on the sphere project as circles on the plane with the stereographic
projection. For our proof we will use a geometric construction that uses a plane that is
tangent to the sphere at the North Pole. In our astrolabe design, the plane we used to
intersect the projection rays from the South Pole was the equatorial plane. The proof is
equally valid for either plane. We chose to design based on one plane over the other for
didactic simplification, as certain ideas seem more natural when the equatorial plane is
used for construction. One may just as effectively design an astrolabe using the plane
tangent to the sphere at the North Pole for the construction, though it may not be as
intuitively clear what is being done. The proof of the property of interest is more easily
shown with the North Pole tangent plane, as it simplifies matters mathematically.
Before we begin with the proof of the statement, I wish to show some basic geometric truths about which you may need reminding, or may never have been exposed
to. These will be used in the proof that follows.
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I wish, first, to prove the Angle at the Center theorem. It is one of the circle
theorems of geometry that I find fascinating.
Refer to figure 1 of the following diagram. The angle γ, whose apex and endpoints
lay on the circumference of a circle, is known as an inscribed angle.

Refer now to figure 2 of the same diagram. The angle α, whose apex lies at the
center of the circle and whose endpoints lie on the circumference, is known as a central
angle.
The Angle at the Center theorem states that for any two points on the circumference of a circle, the inscribed angle formed with its apex at some 3rd point on the circumference is equal to one half the central angle formed from the same two points.
Refer to figure 3 of the above diagram:
γ = α/2
Or alternatively:
α = 2γ
Now, refer to the following diagram:
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The proof proceeds as follows.
From the center of the circle, draw a line to the apex of the inscribed angle. All
three lines emanating from the center may be seen to have a length equal to the radius
of the circle. The new line, thus drawn, will create two triangles inscribed within the
circle, each sharing a common side. We will label the central angles of these two triangles as X and Z, as shown.
Since each triangle has two sides of equal length r, they are both equilateral triangles, by definition. One property of such triangles is that the two interior angles adjacent to the base must be equal. Recognizing this, we label the other angles of each triangle as w and y, as shown in the diagram.
All triangles possess the property that the sum of their interior angles is 180°.
Recognizing this, we may make the following two equivalencies:
2w + X = 180
2y + Z = 180
By rearranging these we get:
X = 180 - 2w
Z = 180 - 2y
A circle must contain 360°, so all of the central angles must sum to this value:
X + Z + α = 360
By substitution:
(180 - 2w) + (180 - 2y) + α = 360
Simplifying:
360 - 2w - 2y + α = 360
-2(w + y) + α = 0
α = 2(w + y)
Recognizing that (w + y) = γ:
α = 2γ

The Angle at the Center theorem proved.

Which is that which we set out to prove, namely that for any two points on the
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circumference of a circle, the inscribed angle formed with its apex at some 3rd point on
the circumference is equal to one half the central angle formed from the same two
points.
Because the location of the 3rd point for the apex of the inscribed angle is arbitrary,
and the mathematical result is the same regardless of the point on the circumference of
the circle chosen, we may, therefore, make the further conclusion that all inscribed
angles that share the same arc are equal to each other and are equal to ½ the
central angle common to all. Refer to figure 4 of the following diagram:

This is known as the Angles Subtended by the Same Arc Theorem. We will
need this theorem shortly in our main proof regarding circle preservation in the stereographic projection.
The Angle at the Center Theorem also gives us another important result that we
will need for our proof. Refer to figure 5 of the same diagram:
Since the diameter of a circle has a central angle of 180°, all inscribed
angles whose endpoints lie on the ends of that diameter must be right angles:
γ = α/2
γ = 180/2
γ = 90
Finally, we will need one further, unrelated result to prove the circle preservation
conjecture for the stereographic projection. Refer to the following diagram:
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When a right triangle has a perpendicular line extended from the hypotenuse to the apex of the right angle, the two smaller resultant triangles are
similar to the original, as each shares one angle of the original and each has a newly
formed right angle.
In the original right triangle, the angles α, β, and right angle must sum to 180°:
α + β + 90 = 180
Rearranging:
α = 90 - β
Refer, now, to figure 3 of the next diagram. In the rightmost of the smaller derivative triangles, we see that it contains a right angle (since the added side was constructed
perpendicular to the hypotenuse of the original triangle), and shares the angle β which is
common with the original triangle. The only angle left in the smaller triangle must be
equal to:

Left over angle = 180 - (90 + β)
Left over angle = 180 - 90 - β
Left over angle = 90 - β
Since the angle α of the original angle is 90 - β and the left over angle in the
smaller derivative triangle of interest is also 90 - β, we may conclude the two angles are
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equal by argument of substitution:
Left over angle = α
A similar argument may be made for the leftmost of the two derivative triangles,
giving a left over angle equal to β.
Since each of the 3 angles of the two derivative triangles and the original triangle
are the same, all of the triangles must be similar to each other by definition, proving the
point that when a right triangle has a perpendicular line extended from the hypotenuse to the apex of the right angle, the two smaller resultant triangles are
similar to the original.
Now we are in a position to begin the promised proof of circle preservation in the
stereographic projection. This proof comes from al-Kâmil, a book written in Arabic by alFarghânî in the ninth century. In the proof that follows, all of the aforementioned geometric proofs were simply assumed of the reader by al-Farghânî. The following quotes
are from an English language translation of al-Kâmil called On the Astrolabe by Richard
Lorch, 2005, Franz Steiner Verlag, publisher.
al-Farghânî writes:
“Let us begin by presenting propositions of great usefulness in the art of
geometry. We describe circle ABGD and draw its diameter, on which are A G;
through point A we pass line EZ tangent to the circle; in the circle we draw
chord BH, however it falls; we draw lines GB HG and produce them in a straight
line to line ZE to cut it at points K T.”
Refer to the following diagram:
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Of this diagram, al-Farghânî writes:
“I say: triangle GKT is similar to triangle GHB, angle TKG is equal to angle
GHB and angle KTG is equal to angle HBG.”
Graphically this is shown as follows:

Refer to the following diagram. Of it al-Farghânî writes:
“Proof: from point B we draw a perpendicular to diameter AG, on which
are B L; we draw line AB, and so angle ABG is right, because it is on the diameter of the circle. From it perpendicular BL has been drawn to diameter AG.
Therefore triangles ABL LBG are mutually similar and similar to triangle ABG.
Therefore angle LBG is equal to angle BAG. But angle LBG is equal to angle
AKG, since lines AK LB are parallel. Therefore angle AKG is equal to angle BAG.
And angle BAG is equal to angle BHG, since they are on the same base. Therefore angle AKG is equal to angle BHG. And angle BGH is common: therefore
there remains angle HBG equal to angle KTG. Q.E.D.”
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al-Farghânî’s proof is parsimonious and dense. Truly its beauty lies in just how
much it accomplishes without embellishment. Lets walk through it again, taking one idea
at a time:
“…we draw line AB, and so angle ABG is right, because it is on the diameter of the circle.” al-Farghânî is justified in this based on our prior result of the Angle
at the Center Theorem applied to a central angle of 180°. The inscribed angle must be
180/2 = 90°. See diagram below.

He then draws a perpendicular from the apex of the inscribed angle to the hypotenuse: “…from point B we draw a perpendicular to diameter AG, on which are B
L…” He rightly concludes that the resulting smaller derivative right triangles are similar
to the original right triangle: “…Therefore triangles ABL LBG are mutually similar
and similar to triangle ABG…” See diagram below.

He then points out that, since the original triangle is similar to one of the smaller,
derivative triangles, their corresponding angles are equivalent: “…Therefore angle LBG
is equal to angle BAG…” See diagram above.
Next he makes use of a principle in geometry that we have encountered numerous
times previously in this book. Two parallel lines crossed by a transversal result in equal
corresponding angles. Refer to the following diagram.
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“…But angle LBG is equal to angle AKG, since lines AK LB are parallel…”
See above diagram.
Since angles BAG and AKG are each equal to the same angle, namely LBG, they
must be equal to each other by substitution: “…Therefore angle AKG is equal to
angle BAG…” See diagram below.

al-Farghânî next equates the two angles BAG and BHG by noticing that they both
subtend the same arc and applying the Angles Subtended by the Same Arc Theorem: “…And angle BAG is equal to angle BHG, since they are on the same
base…” See diagram below.
Noticing, now, that angles AKG and BHG are both equal to angle BAG, they must
also be equal to each other by substitution: “…Therefore angle AKG is equal to
angle BHG…”
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Finally he notes that the two triangles GKT and GHB share the common angle
BGH, thus proving that each of these triangles now has a second equal angle, and therefore, must have their remaining angles equivalent proving that the two triangles are
similar: “…And angle BGH is common: therefore there remains angle HBG equal
to angle KTG. Q.E.D.”

al-Farghânî has made an important first step. The above proof is an intermediate
theorem that will soon contribute to the overall proof. Mathematically, it is known as a
lemma. It will be a stepping stone to bigger things.
al-Farghânî continues as follows:
“Now that we have set out this proposition, let us prove that [for] every
cone whose base is a circle contained by a sphere, [if] the diameter of the
sphere is drawn from the apex–point of the cone, and then at the end–point of
the diameter opposite to the apex–point of the cone a plane is extended tangent to the sphere, and the surface of the cone is extended in continuation [‘alâ
istiqâma] until it cuts the surface tangent to the sphere, then the common section is a circle.”
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I have redrawn al-Farghânî’s original diagram to make his argument more readily
accessible to the modern reader. His diagram lacks perspective (that wasn’t invented for
almost 600 years after his time). In an effort to represent a complex, three dimensional
figure, he superimposes a top down view, on top of the side–on view. A good drawing
goes a long way towards making a complex argument more digestible. With apologies to
al-Farghânî, please refer to the following diagram:

Note that, while similar to our previous drawings, this one differs in that it attempts to
represent the 3 dimensional subject matter we wish to discuss. Also, the letter assignments have changed.
In the following description, again from the Lorch translation mentioned previously,
I’ve broken down al-Farghânî’s remaining words into a bulleted list which divides his
ideas into manageable little snippets. My comments or clarifications will appear in curly
braces after his words {like this}. Again, the diagrams are my own adaptations. Refer to
the following figure which now represents a cut section through the sphere:
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·
·
·
·
·
·

·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Example: cone ABGD, whose base is a circle BGD (whose diameter is BD) and the
apex of the cone is point A, [and the cone] is contained by sphere ABZHE.
From the apex–point of the cone the diameter of the sphere is drawn, on which are
A Z.
Tangent to the sphere at point Z a rectilinear plane is erected, on which are T Q Y.
The surface of the cone, which begins at point A and ends at base BGD, is extended in continuation to plane TQY,
their common section becomes {figure} KLTN.
I say: {figure} KLTN contains {is} a circle {the phrase ‘I say: line KTLN contains a
circle’ is more properly read as ‘the figure drawn through points KTLN is a circle’.
His conjecture is that the circle on the sphere casts a circular shadow, KTLN, when
projected to the plane tangent at Z. It is not obvious, without doing the actual
experiment, that a circle is the shape that will result. An oval is a reasonable alternative hypothesis}.
Proof: the plane of circle ABZH comes to bisect both the sphere and the cone. We
extend it in continuation to plane TQY.
Therefore circle ABZH is the common section of the sphere and the plane that cuts
it {AZT}, and its diameter and the diameter of the sphere is line AZ;
triangle ABD is the common section of the cone and the plane that cuts it {AZT};
triangle ABD is the common section of the cone and the plane that cuts it {AZT};
and line TK is the common section of plane {figure} KLTN and the plane that cuts
it {AZT}.
It is clear that line AB is the shortest of the lines that emerge from point A to base
BGD and line AD is the longest of them.
In this way every cone in a sphere is cut so that these two lines from the cone are
in the plane cutting the cone.
{Refer, now, to the following diagram:}
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·
·

·

We bisect line TK at point M,
and from point M we draw a line to any place we want on line KLTN {as at L, for
instance} – it will become clear that it is equal to line KM. {Since the following
argument is valid no matter where on the figure KLTN we draw the line to, if it is
shown that ML = KM, it is immediately clear that the figure must be a circle.}
Let us draw line ML and lines KL LT.

{With reference to the above diagram, a top–down view of figure KLTN would now
appear as follows assuming (for the moment) that a circle is the proper shape to encompass the points – which is what we wish to prove:}

{Refer, now to the following diagram:}
·
·

·

We extend in continuation the surface of the cone and the plane that cuts all
the planes {AZT}.
We imagine plane SLO
[1] cutting plane KLTN, which cuts the cone,
[2] [cutting] the cone at point L and
[3] parallel to circle BGD.
So it is clear that surface SLO is a circle, as Muhammad ibn Musâ proved in
his book on the sphere. {The cross section of this new plane, SLO, with the
extension of cone ABGD must be a circle, SLO, since any cone with a circular
base (right circular cone or oblique circular cone) will have circular sections
when cut parallel to the base. (Euclid XI 16).}
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·
·
·
·
·

·
·

·
·

·
·

Let line SO be the common section of circle SLO and plane AZT, which cuts
all the figures,
and it intersects line KT at point F.
But plane AZT cuts the planes of circles BGD SLO, which are parallel and in
one cone. Lines SO DB are the common sections
and line DB is the diameter of circle BGD. Therefore line SO is the diameter
of circle SLO {Euclid XI 16}.
Therefore planes KLTN and SLO cut each other at point L and they both
stand on plane AZT at a right angle on lines SO TK. {the common section of
KLTN and SLO makes a right angle with line TK, through L; angles SFL and
KFL are right}
Therefore their common section is perpendicular to plane AZT, as Euclid
proved, and it is line LF {Euclid XI 19}.
Angle AZT is right, since line AZ is perpendicular to the tangent plane TQY,
and therefore with every line emerging from point Z in plane TQY it contains
a right angle.
We have already proved in the preceding that the angle ZTA is equal to angle
ADB {as proved in the above lemma}.
Angle ADB is equal to angle ASO {since line DB is parallel to line SO –when
two parallel lines are crossed by a transversal, corresponding angles are
equal}.
Therefore angle ASO is equal to angle ZTA {by substitution}
and angle KFS is equal to angle TFO {since, whenever two lines cross, opposite angles are equal}.
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·

·

There remains angle TOF equal to angle SKF {since the two triangles TFO
and SFK share the same values for two of their other angles each, their
remaining angles must be equal to each other}.
Therefore triangles SFK FTO are similar {by definition, since they share common values for all three of their corresponding angles}.

{Refer to the following diagram to ensure the above makes sense:}

·

So the multiplication of KF by FT is equal to the multiplication of SF by FO. {To
understand why this is so, remember, that by definition, similar triangles have all
equal angles and this implies that all side lengths are in equal proportions. Referring again to the following diagram:
KF/SF = FO/FT
This states that the ratio of two sides of one triangle is the same as the ratio of
two corresponding sides of the other triangle (if they are similar triangles).
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Simple algebraic manipulation of the above relationship gives:
KF*FT = SF*FO
This must be true since we have already determined that the triangles involved are
similar, since they share values for corresponding angles.}
·

But the multiplication of SF by FO is equal to the multiplication of LF by itself, because line LF is perpendicular to line SO and SO is the diameter of circle SLO.
{To see why this must be true, refer to the following diagram, while considering
the following:

Line SO was previously determined to be the diameter of circle SLO. Form lines SL
and LO. We have here, now, the situation where an angle, SLO, is inscribed in a
circle with its apex on the circumference of the circle and its endpoints on the ends
of the diameter. Since the angle at the center is 180º, the inscribed angle must be
90 º as proven earlier as the Angle at the Center Theorem.
We also previously proved that when a right angle has a perpendicular line
extended from the hypotenuse to the apex of the right angle, the two
smaller resultant triangles are similar. Line LF was previously determined to
be perpendicular to line SO, and since SLO is right, the two resulting smaller triangles are similar to triangle SLO.
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Based on the idea that all side lengths of similar triangles are in equal proportions,
we have the following:
SF/LF = LF/FO
This may be read:
‘The base of one of the smaller resultant right triangles divided by its side is equal
to the base of the other smaller resultant right triangle divided by its side.’
By algebraic manipulation we arrive at the following:
SF*FO = LF2
his was the original contention.}
·
·

Therefore the multiplication of KF by FT is equal to the multiplication of LF by itself
{by substitution, since we previously determined that KF*FT = SF*FO}.
Therefore it is clear that angle KLT is right {since:
KF*FT = LF2
Implies by algebraic manipulation:
KF/LF = LF/FT
Which, when considered with the fact that both triangles have the same 90º
angle between their sides of equal proportions, in turn implies that triangle
KLF is similar to triangle TLF. Since these triangles are contained in triangle
KLT, and LF has previously been shown to be perpendicular to line KT, it must
be true that angle KLT is right.
Since angle KLT is right and its ends lay on the ends of line KT, points L, K
and T all satisfy the requirements of The Angle at the Center Theorem for
an angle at the center of 180º. This guarantees that all three points are
equidistant from M and lay on the perimeter of a circle. Since all of the
above arguments apply to any point L on the perimeter of the figure KLTN,
figure KLTN must be a circle}.

·
·
·
·

Diameter KT has been bisected at point M. From point M a line ML is drawn.
So line ML is equal to each of lines KM MT.
Through this procedure it is clear that each line emerging from point M to any
place on line KLTN is therefore equal to each of lines KM MT.
therefore the line KLTN is the circumference of a circle whose diameter is KT and
whose center is point M. Q.E.D.
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Challenging Winter Planetaries
Martin Mullet
For this issue, I’ve compiled a list of rather obscure, challenging planetary nebulae that require aperture and a UHC or OIII filter. All of them should be visible in the 14” or 16” at Indian
Hill on a transparent night. For the most part, they take magnification well, so use as much power as conditions permit.

Challenging Winter Planetaries:
Name

R.A.

Dec.

Minkowski 2-55

23h31m51.3s

Jones 1

Constellation

Size

Mag.

+70°22'11" Cepheus

56" x 24"

14.3

23h35m23.4s

+30°27'36" Pegasus

5.3' dia.

15.1

NGC 40

00h13m01s

+72°31'19" Cepheus

1.6' dia.

10.7

NGC 246

00h47m03.3s

-11°52'19"

8.2' dia.

8

IC 1747

01h57m35.8s

+63°19'19" Cassiopeia

26" dia.

13.6

NGC 1501

04h06m59.4s

+60°55'14" Camelopardis

52" dia.

13.3

NGC 1535

04h14m15.8s

-12°44'21"

Eridanus

38" dia.

10.5

NGC 1360

03h33m14.6s

-25°52'18"

Fornax

6.4' dia.

9.6

NGC 1514

04h09m17.0s

+30°46'33" Taurus

2.2' dia.

10

Kohoutek 2-1

05h07m07.1s

+30°49'18" Auriga

2.2' dia.

13.8

IC 418

05h39m16.2s

-12°41'50"

Lepus

12" dia.

10.7

IC 2149

05h56m23.9s

+46°06'17" Auriga

12" x 9"

10.6

NGC 2022

05h42m06.2s

+09°05'10" Orion

19" dia.

12.4

Haro 3-75

05h40m44.8s

+12°21'16" Orion

Abell 12

06h02m21.4s

+09°39'07" Orion

37" dia.

13.9

NGC 2242

06h34m07.4s

+44°46'37" Auriga

22" dia.

14.5

Kohoutek 2-2

06h52m28.4s

+09°58'17" Monoceros

6.9' dia.

12.5

Cetus

24" dia.
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13.9

Constellation Quiz
By Dan Rothstein

This month’s questions:
1. Al-Sufi refers to several clusters, one of which he called “the white
ox”. Locate it.
2. As seen in previous columns, John Hill was partial to sea creatures.
Where is his group, called the Pinna Marina, or the mussel?
3. In 1596 Zacharius Bornmann described an asterism called the Urn,
located in a certain constellation which I can’t name without giving it
away. Find it.
4. Where is Peter Plancius’ “Rose”?
Answers to last issue’s questions:
1.John Hill’s Aranea, the common long-legged spider. Found in grass, is also known as the
field spider. In the sky he placed it south of Virgo, east of Zubenelgenubi in Libra, and north of
Hydra. More specifically, it was south of the knee of Virgo (Spica), west of the Raven or Owl
which used to be shown resting on the lower back of Hyra. It probably (again since Hill never
included maps and star names for his creations) included the stars 52, 53, 55, 57, 61, 63, 69,
73, 75, 83, 85, 87, and 89 Virginis.
2. Chinese Astronomy has a system of dividing the celestial sphere into asterisms or constellations known as “officials”, generally smaller than the Hellenistic ones. By the 13th century
Song Dynasty, planispheres showed 283 asterisms; however the sky around the south celestial
pole was little known to the ancient Chinese, so this region was not included in the three enclosures (described several columns ago) or the 28 mansions. By the end of the Ming Dynasty, Xu
Guangqi had introduced another 23 asterisms in the far south, based on knowledge of European star charts, which were subsequently introduced into traditional Chinese star maps. Chinese asterisms are not associated with the 12 animals for which each year is named, such as the
year of the snake. It is not part of our Hyra the water-snake, which lies farther north, but lies
near the south celestial pole. Three asterisms make up the Snake: the snake’s tail (Shé Wei), the
snake’s abdomen (Shé Fu), and the snake’s head (She Shou). The snake’s tail was located near
the pole in our Octans and Hydrus, probably including at least the stars β and ν Octans. The
abdomen was in Hydrus, possibly including β and γ Hydrus, and the head was in Hydrus and
Reticulum, probably including α and β Reticuli. I’ve included the brightet stars in these constellations since I couldn’t find a modern chart which shows the snake or any of these new
southern grouping to verify them.
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3. Caesar’s Throne is a very obscure and controversial grouping, probably not even an asterism
of stars, reported only twice long ago, the first time in the Roman author Pliny’s book Natural
History (77 AD). It has been described as a chair with a high back, or later as just a rectangular
shape. Pliny places it in the northern sky just where a comet appeared shortly after the death of
Julius Caesar in 44 BCE. His adopted nephew Octavian (later Augustus) held 6 days of games
to honor Julius. During the games, a daytime comet appeared above the northern horizon for
seven days and nights. It was held by the common people to be Caesar’s soul elevated to the
heavens among the spirits of their immortal gods; but the throne was drawn empty, signifying
that he was not a God, but an earthly ruler. It was also seen as a sign of Augustus’ divine election. The comet’s position was referred to as sub septentrionis, or below the seven (the seven
stars of the Big Dipper), but whether this translation literally means between the dipper and the
horizon, or just in the northern part of the sky is disputed. Because the passage in Pliny shows
several blunders, it reality is difficult to believe, especially the conflict in time and season. The
comet supposedly rose NNE or north in the late afternoon, so its location below the dipper puts
it in December, not the week after Caesar’s death in mid-March. A coin was struck by Augustus
in 36 BCE, showing his dead uncle in a temple, which had a beam with a star placed on it,
above Caesar’s head. Statues of Caesar with a star on his forehead have also been found. The
comet was also seen for 7 days in China. Somehow it was converted to a short-lived asterism
sometime later. I am finding references to it being in multiple places in the sky, from north of
Cancer, to south of Cassiopeia and north of Perseus and Andromeda. It is also mentioned in
Virgil. The primary evidence of its existence comes from the Farnese Globe, a statue of a man
(with no face, arms, or legs) supporting a 65 cm marble celestial sphere on his shoulders. Discovered in Rome in the 16th century, it is argued to be late 2nd century, probably a Roman
copy of Hipparchus’ globe. It has raised figures representing the constellations, but some say it
is just a piece of art rather than an honest representation of the Roman groupings. A flat map
was made from the globe in 1739, which supposedly shows a rectangular asterism, although
the plate I found of it is too small to show enough detail to identify its position.
4. After more than 30 years I am close to running out of obscure asterisms, so I have branched
out, including this one from the moon, which I had never heard of. When sunlight hits the
moon’s surface at a flat angle, beautiful lighting effects are created due to the mountains and
valleys which can be observed quite easily from earth, but they last for very short times. One
(well-known?) effect is called the Golden Handle, also called the Jeweled Handle in Patrick
Moore’s book on the moon (does anyone have this?), or the Golden Rainbow. It can only be
seen during a waning gibbous phase, on days 9 and 10 of the lunar cycle (counting from new
moon), or 4-5 days before full or 2 days after first quarter. At this time the rising sun on the
moon first illuminates the tops of the Jura mountains which encircle the still in darkness Bay of
Rainbows (Sinus Iridum, named such because it does look like the arch of a rainbow) on the
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border of Mare Imbrium (the Sea of Showers). The brightly lit mountain tops appear as a bright
arc in a sickle shape for a few hours around dinner time, making it convenient to observe. At
this time the terminator runs right through this area west of the crater Plato. The Bay of Rainbows is semi-circular, bounded at each end by prominent capes which intrude into Mare
Imbrium, the western cape being Promontorium Heraclides, and the eastern cape
Promontorium Laplace. A few hours later the rising sun illuminates both the mountains and the
floor of the Bay of Rainbows, decreasing the contrast and making the sickle disappear. Galileo
knew of the Golden Handle and used it to estimate the height of these mountains. This effect is
very similar to what causes the Lunar X. A prominent crater, Bianchini, impacted on the top of
the already existing Jura near Promontorium Laplace. The opposite effect occurs when the
sunlight shines on the Jura in the opposite direction at sunset. The sunlight striking the peaks
from behind cast shadows on the still-illuminated Sinus Iridum. This is called the Buzz-Saw
because of its circular, irregular toothed shape, like a circular saw blade. Unfortunately, it is
seen only at waning crescent phase, very early in the morning, just before our dawn, requiring
much more effort to observe it. A small telescope is all that is needed to see both effects. It has
been cloudy every time I have wanted to observe them since I first became aware of the effect
4 months ago. Good photos of the Golden Handle and the Buzz Saw can be found in the archives of the Lunar Picture of the Day website on 7/27/07, 11/10/08, 2/20/08, 5/7/11, 7/11/12,
1/27/14, 3/30/14, 1/19/06, 1/3/10, and 2/16/10 as well as on the Cloudy Nights website in its
Photo Gallery, Lunar section, on Screens 9, 21, 22, and 23, or by searching “Golden Handle on
the Moon”, or “the Buzz-Saw.”

Editor’s NOTE:
I invite any members
with astrophotography
experience to photograph the Golden Handle
for a future issue.
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Golden Handle

“Moon Golden Handle” Photo by Juergen mangelsdorf.
Juergen’s Flickr profile page: https://www.flickr.com/photos/22084572@N07/
The photo was edited with a callout line and the label, “Golden Handle”
Original photo may be found at https://www.flickr.com/photos/22084572@N07/11351380653
Used under the Creative Commons License, which may be found at:
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/2.0/legalcode
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Reflections
Poetry Contest

Country Boy, City Man
The boy in the country saw the Earth and Sky
Meeting at the trees around in all directions
A dome full of myriad stars transversed by Milky Way
That silently demanded his complete attention
Which filled his mind and heart with love
He enjoyed being part of Earth and Sky above
As time passed him by, so did the Earth and Sky
The man in the city saw buildings and lights
He stumbled his way through the traffic at night
With his mind full of fear and hate
Looking up he could not find the stars
The man in the city lost the boy in the country
– G.W. Gliba
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The Desert
I have seen a star–filled sky
from a boulder whereupon I sat,
wrapped in desert solitude.
The wind blowing set each ember glowing,
and I was moved by the trail of sparks that, windswept,
resembled a falling star to my eye.
And although I did discern
many a bark and a howl
of one coyote or another
carried on the wind
past the depression I lay in
to escape the weather,
I did not fear
and wondered how
I felt safer here
than in the city to which I would return.
– George Trimble
(Not a Contestant)
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Astronomy Poem
‘Twas cloudless dark that wintry night
When I aimed my ’scope due north
But twinkling stars were not to be
The sight the sky gave forth.
Instead there glimmered then grew bright
Curtains of purple and blue and green.
They danced and sang across the sky
A wonder I’d never seen.
I watched in awe and praised the Lord
And thanked the boundless skies
For I had seen a bit of heaven
With my humble earthbound eyes.
–

Bob Hunt
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A Sunset
Upon the mountain's edge with light touch resting,
There a brief while the globe of splendour sits
And seems a creature of the earth, but soon,
More changeful than the Moon,
To wane fantastic his great orb submits,
Or cone or mow of fire : till sinking slowly
Even to a star at length he lessons wholly.
Abrupt, as Spirits vanish, he is sunk !
A soul-like breeze possesses all the wood.
The boughs, the sprays have stood
As motionless as stands the ancient trunk !
But every leaf through all the forest flutters,
And deep the cavern of the fountain mutters.

Samuel Taylor Coleridge
(Not a Contestant)
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